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Welcome to Microsoft Teams Meetings

• Quick introduction to our new meeting platform

• Join our “team” – all are welcome

• Where to find more information on using Teams
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EarthMAP update

The EarthMAP Project Management Team (PMT) is launching two new teams that will help advance our efforts to develop the EarthMAP concept.

- Capacity Assessment Team (CAT)
- Use-Case Development Team (UCDT)
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EarthMAP and Integrated Modeling

Starting in two weeks: Webinars to introduce the USGS community to the EarthMAP concept.

The first webinar will have a focus on the role of integrated monitoring and modeling.

Stay posted in the EarthMAP and CDI communities.

Integrated Predictive Science

A system of integrated, scalable models that will simulate and predict changes in connected human and natural systems.
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EarthMAP Resources

Blog posts

Earth Monitoring, Analyses, and Prediction (EarthMAP)

Intranet Page

MS Team

141 Years and Counting—EarthMAP for the Future
March 2, 2020
EarthMAP

Earth Monitoring, Analyses, and Prediction (EarthMAP) will allow the USGS to deliver actionable information in the form of integrated observations and predictions of the current and future state of Earth systems at the scales and timeframes needed to inform decisions.

Happy 141st Birthday, USGS! Where will we be on our 151st anniversary?
On March 3, 1879, the nation likely didn’t anticipate that the little agency created to classify the public lands would still be around in 2020 and serving a much broader set of needs and supporting a wider range of stakeholders with objective science for sound decision making. The USGS survived and thrived because we continually
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Today’s presentations

Building a Roadmap for Making Data FAIR in the U.S. Geological Survey
Fran Lightsom, USGS

Implementing a Grassland Productivity Forecast Tool for the U.S. Southwest
Sasha Reed, USGS

A generic web application to visualize and understand movements of tagged animals
Ben Letcher, USGS
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What’s happening around the CDI
See you on June 10, 2020, for the next CDI monthly meeting!